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Abstract

Spoken dialog systems present a classic example of planning under uncertainty. Speech recognition errors are ubiquitous and impossible to detect reliably, so the state of the conversation can never be known with certainty. Despite this, the system must choose actions to make progress to a long term goal. As such, decision theory, and in particular partially-observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs), present an attractive approach to building spoken dialog systems. Initial work on “toy” dialog systems validated the benefits of the POMDP approach; however, it also found that straightforward application of POMDPs could not scale to real-world problems. Subsequent work by a number of research teams has scaled up planning and belief monitoring, incorporated high-fidelity user simulations, and married commercial development practices with automatic optimization. Today, statistical dialog systems are being fielded by research labs for public use. This chapter traces the history of POMDP-based spoken dialog systems, and sketches avenues for future work.

1 Introduction

Spoken dialog systems (SDSs) are a widespread commercial technology with a broad range of applications. For example, currently deployed telephone-based SDSs enable callers to check their bank balance, get airline gate information, or find the status of a train. In a car, an SDS enables drivers to change the music, check traffic conditions or get driving directions. SDSs on mobile devices enable people to find a business, send a message, dial a contact, or set a social-networking status. Analysts estimate the total market for SDSs is in the billions of US dollars per year [33].

Although widespread, spoken dialog systems remain challenging to build. First, to hear and understand users, spoken dialog systems use Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) which is prone to errors. Despite years of research, ASR is still imperfect, and yields the wrong answer 20–30% of the time for
non-trivial tasks. As a result, a dialog system can never know the user’s true intentions – i.e., to the dialog system, the state of the world is partially observable. Moreover, dialog is a temporal process that requires careful planning: early decisions affect the long-term outcome, and there are important trade-offs between confirming current hypotheses (“Flying to Boston, is that right?”), gathering more information (“When would you like to travel?”), and committing to the current hypothesis (“Ok, issuing a ticket from New York to Boston for flight 103 on March 15.”).

In industry, these two issues are addressed through hand-crafted heuristics. Directed questions (“Please say the time you would like to depart.”), confirmations (“Eleven thirty, is that right?”), and local accept/reject decisions (“Sorry, I didn’t understand. What time was that?”) help reduce uncertainty; and dialog plans – carefully designed by experts – are highly constrained. Although these techniques are sufficient for certain commercial applications, their scope and robustness are inherently limited. Increasing automation by only a few percent would have real commercial impact. Moreover, increasing robustness is an important step toward moving new applications of spoken dialog systems out of the research lab into widespread use, in domains such as robotics [50, 20], eldercare [41], handheld device interaction [29], situated interaction [9], and others.

With this in mind, researchers at several laboratories have turned to decision theory as a framework for building spoken dialog systems. With sequential decisions and a partially observable state, dialog systems present a classic example of decision-making under uncertainty, for which partially-observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) are an attractive method. Initial work at several research laboratories applying POMDPs to toy spoken dialog systems in 2000–2005 suggested that POMDPs were indeed capable of achieving significantly better performance than the traditional approach of hand-crafting dialog control. However, this early work also identified numerous barriers to commercial use.

Since that early pioneering work, the research community has made substantial progress. Current approaches are now capable of handling a virtually unbounded number of possible dialog states, system actions, and observations, yet perform on-line inference in real-time, and perform off-line planning quickly. Methods have been developed for incorporating business rules into the policy, encoding structured domain knowledge into the state, and automatically learning transition dynamics from unlabelled data. Together these techniques have enabled POMDPs to scale to real-world dialog systems, producing better robustness to speech recognition errors, better task completion rates, and shorter dialogs.

This chapter has three broad goals. First, this chapter aims to present the spoken dialog task and explain why POMDPs are an attractive solution compared to current practice in industry, and related approaches in research (Sections 2 and 3). Second, this chapter details how POMDPs have been adapted to the requirements of this real-world task (Section 4). Third, this chapter identifies open problems for POMDP-based dialog systems, and suggests avenues for
future research (Section 5).

2 Background: spoken dialog systems

In general spoken dialog systems have a common logical architecture, with three modules: input, output, and control (Figure 1). The input module operates in two stages: automatic speech recognition (ASR) and spoken language understanding (SLU). First, ASR converts audio of the user’s speech into an ordered N-Best list of the N best hypotheses for the words spoken, where the top (n = 1) hypothesis is the recognizer’s best guess. For example, hypothesis n = 1 might be “Book a flight to Austin” and hypothesis n = 2 might be “Need a flight to Boston”. In the SLU step, each N-Best entry is converted to a dialog act, which expresses the user’s intention. For example, hypothesis n = 1 might be flight(to=austin) and hypothesis n = 2 might be flight(to=boston).

The input module also produces a confidence score for each hypothesis, which is effectively a context-independent probability of correctness for each hypothesis on the N-Best list. For example, the confidence for n = 1 might be 0.80 and the confidence for n = 2 might be 0.05.

The control module receives the N-Best list of user dialog acts and performs two tasks. First, the control module tracks the current state of the dialog, accumulating history as required. For example, the control module might track how many times each piece of information has been requested, and what has been recognized so far. Second, based on the current state, the control module chooses which dialog act to reply to the user, such as confirm(flight(to=austin)).

Finally the output module receives the system’s dialog act and presents it to the user. The dialog act is converted to a string of words using natural language generation (NLG). For example, confirm(flight(to=austin)) might
be converted to “So you want to fly to Austin, is that right?” Then the words are rendered as audio for the user, using pre-recorded prompts, text-to-speech (TTS), or a mixture of the two.

This architecture may be extended with additional modalities. For example, additional inputs might include the user’s gesture, eye gaze, or keyboard entry; and additional outputs might include a graphical user interface [29], an animated head [9], or robotic articulators [59]. The focus of this chapter is the speech modality, as this underpins a wide range of applications and presents two important broad problems: recognition errors and plan complexity.

First, speech recognition errors are ubiquitous, and impossible to detect reliably. Table 1 shows accuracy for the top ($n = 1$) recognition result in several commercially deployed dialog systems. Simple recognition tasks yield near-perfect accuracy when the user speaks “in-grammar” – within the catalog of words and phrases the recognizer is capable of recognizing. For example, a yes/no grammar might recognize “yes”, “no”, and synonyms like “nope”, “yup”, “yeah”, etc. This grammar might be used following a question like “So you want to fly to Austin, is that right?” In-grammar accuracy for more complex recognition tasks is less than perfect but still rather high.

Unfortunately input to the ASR is often “out-of-grammar”: words or other sounds which are outside the bounds of what the recognizer is capable of understanding. Table 1 shows only 86.8%–92.3% of utterances are in-grammar. Users sometimes provide additional information (“Yes and I’m leaving tomorrow”), change the topic (“Wait which airport do you have me leaving from?”), engage in dialog repair (“No I said tomorrow”), get distracted ([to a co-worker] “Just a minute, I’m on the phone.”), hesitate (“Umm... well...”), or remain silent. In addition, background noises (cars, televisions, other people) and communication channel problems (mobile phone network problems, Voice Over IP problems) can intrude. All of these can yield spurious recognition results.

Moreover, the confidence score cannot reliably identify errors. An ideal confidence score would assign 1.0 to accurate recognitions, and 0.0 to errors. In practice the probabilities are more evenly distributed. Figure 2 shows a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for one question in a commercially spoken
Figure 2: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for ASR confidence score. A “False accept” is a recognition error which is admitted, and a “True accept” is a correct recognition which is admitted. Taken from a grammar running in a commercially deployed spoken dialog system at AT&T.

dialog system which illustrates that any choice of accept/reject threshold will result in admitting some errors and failing to admit some accurate recognitions.

The second challenge for spoken dialog systems is plan complexity. Dialog is a sequential process in which short-term actions affect the long-term outcome of the dialog, and it can be very difficult to anticipate what the consequences of different actions will be. For example:

- When is it better to ask an open question, such as “How may I help you?” and when is it better to ask more directed questions, such as “Which city are you leaving from?” Open questions can lead to faster dialogs when recognition is accurate, but engender more recognition errors since users’ responses are more complex. Directed questions lead to more reliable recognitions but prolong the dialog.

- When is it better to confirm (“Was that Boston?”) or commit (“Alright, I’m issuing a ticket from Boston to London.”)? Confirming helps ensure information collected is reliable, but prolongs dialogs. In order to complete a task, the system must commit at some point.

- What is the best form for confirmations – explicit (“Are you leaving from Boston?”) or implicit (“Ok, Boston. And where to?”). Explicit confirmations produce more regular speech and are thus more reliable, but they prolong the conversation and can be tedious.
Figure 3: Example of a dialog system design akin to those commonly used in industry. $\text{asr}[1]$ is the top recognition hypothesis and $\text{conf}[1]$ is its confidence score.

- When is it better to provide more information (“I found five flights, here they are...”) or less (“Here is a flight that matches your request...”)? Listening to verbose system output is tedious, but users often want to know all of their options.

The conventional approach is for a dialog designer to create a flow chart that describes the dialog plan (example, Figure 3). Each node is labeled with a system action, and transitions are labeled with observations or other conditions. Unfortunately the size of the flowchart is bounded by the number of dialog situations that a designer can contemplate – in practice, on the order of 100 or 1000. Yet the space of possible dialog situations is astronomically larger: in practical systems, the space of possible system actions is often on the order of $10^{10}$ or more, and the space of possible observations – N-Best lists of dialog acts with their associated real-valued confidence scores – is unbounded. Thus the current practice of designing the dialog flow by hand ignores many possible dialog situations, resulting in sub-optimal plans.

These two problems – ASR errors and plan complexity – conspire to produce spurious dialogs. Consider the dialog in Figure 4. In turn 4, the user says their name, but this is mis-recognized as “Athens in Akron”, which leads to a cascade of further errors. There is clear room for improvement in the dialog controller: for example, would it be better to have explicitly confirmed “Athens” in turn 5? Perhaps more confidence in “Athens” should have been required? Should off-topic recognitions for this question be disregarded altogether? These are all difficult design questions with consequences to the remainder of the dialog.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>System / user action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Are you a registered user?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>No I'm not. No [NO I'M NOT NO]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>What is your full name?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>User Name [ATHENS IN AKRON]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>There is an Athens in Georgia and in Greece. Which destination did you want?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Neither [NEITHER]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>I'm sorry, I didn't catch that. There is an Athens in Georgia and in Greece. Which destination did you want?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Georgia [GEORGIA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>A flight from Athens... Where do you want to go?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Start over [START OVER]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Do you really want to start over?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Yes [YES]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>What city are you leaving from?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Hamilton, Ontario [HILTON ONTARIO]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>......</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Sample conversation with a spoken dialog system affected by misunderstandings in the CMU Communicator spoken dialog system, taken from [10]. U indicates a user turn and M indicates a machine turn. In turn 4 the user says their name (omitted for privacy reasons) but they are misrecognized as saying “Athens in Akron”. This single error then leads to a complete misalignment between the user and system.
As this example illustrates, ASR errors render the true state of the dialog partially observable, and actions have long-term effects. In sum, dialog is an instance of planning under uncertainty, for which POMDPs provide a principled approach. The next section explains how dialog can be modeled as a POMDP and gives concrete examples of its benefits compared to current practices in industry.

3 Casting a spoken dialog system as a POMDP

In this section, we first develop a model of spoken dialog as a POMDP, then illustrate how a POMDP-based dialog system can outperform traditional approaches. Finally, POMDP-based dialog systems are compared to related methods for learning dialog strategies.

3.1 Spoken dialog as a POMDP

Recall from Chapter 3, Section 3 that a POMDP consists of a tuple \{\(A, O, S, T, Z, R, \gamma\)\}, where \(A\) is a set of actions \(a \in A\), \(O\) is a set of observations \(o \in O\), \(S\) is a set of states \(s \in S\), \(T\) is a transition function \(P(s'|s, a)\), \(Z\) is an observation function \(P(o'|s', a)\), \(R\) is a reward function \(R(s, a) \in \mathbb{R}\), and \(\gamma\) is a discount factor \(0 \leq \gamma \leq 1\).

To frame spoken dialog as a POMDP, the system’s dialog act is cast as the POMDP action \(a\) and the ASR/SLU output is cast as the POMDP observation \(o\). For example, POMDP action \(a\) might correspond to the system action \texttt{ask(city)} (“What city are you leaving from?”), \texttt{confirm(city=boston)} (“Was that Boston?”), or \texttt{print-ticket(to=boston)} (“Ok, issuing a ticket to Boston.”) POMDP observation \(o\) might correspond to an N-Best list with 2 items (\texttt{city=boston} and \texttt{city=austin}), and their corresponding confidence scores.

The hidden state of the dialog – including all quantities which the system cannot directly observe – is cast as the hidden POMDP state \(s\). The exact elements of the hidden state can vary with the domain; here we describe one common factorization known as the \texttt{sds-pomdp} model, which serves as a base framework for many information-seeking dialogs [87].

In the \texttt{sds-pomdp} model, the hidden state contains three quantities, \(s = (g, h, u)\). \(g\) is the user’s goal – this is the user’s long-term aim in the conversation, such as booking a flight from London to Boston on November 23 in economy class. \(u\) is the true, unobserved user action, such as \texttt{yes,city=boston} (“Yes, Boston”), remaining silent, or saying something out-of-grammar which the ASR/SLU cannot recognize. Finally, \(h\) is the dialog history – an accumulator variable which records aspects of hidden state which the dialog designer feels are important, such as whether the departure city has been asked, confirmed, or not yet discussed. Including this accumulator variable enables system and user behavior to be conditioned on distant history.
Depending on the domain, the SDS-POMDP model may be extended with other quantities, such as the user’s level of expertise with the system or the user’s emotional state or stress level [14]. Variables representing other world state may also be added – for example, in a dialog system for troubleshooting a network connection, the state of the network router (on/off, working/failed, status lights, etc.) might be included [77].

Returning to the core SDS-POMDP model, we next substitute \( s = (g, h, u) \) into the POMDP transition and observation functions. For the transition function we have:

\[
P(s'|s, a) = P(g', h', u'|g, h, u, a) \\
= P(g'|g, h, u, a)P(u'|g', g, h, u, a)P(h'|u', g', g, h, u, a).
\]

(1)

Conditional independence is then assumed as follows. The first term in Equation 1, called the user goal model, indicates how the user’s goal changes (or does not change) at each time-step. It is assumed that the user’s goal at each time-step depends only on the previous goal, the dialog history, and the machine’s action:

\[
P(g'|g, h, u, a) = P(g'|g, h, a).
\]

(2)
The second term, called the user action model, indicates what actions the user is likely to take at each time step. It is assumed the user’s action depends on their (current) goal, the dialog history, and the machine action:

\[
P(u'|g', g, h, u, a) = P(u'|g', h, a).
\]

(3)
The third term, called the dialog history model, captures relevant historical information about the dialog. This component has access to the most recent value of all variables:

\[
P(h'|u', g', g, h, u, a) = P(h'|u', g', h, a).
\]

(4)

Thus the transition function becomes

\[
P(s'|s, a) = P(g'|g, h, a)P(u'|g', g, h, a)P(h'|u', g', h, a).
\]

(5)

Similarly, substituting \( s = (g, h, u) \) into the POMDP observation function yields \( P(o'|g', h', u', a) \). It is assumed that the recognizer output depends only on the user’s action:

\[
P(o'|g', h', u', a) = P(o'|u').
\]

(6)
The POMDP belief state update then becomes

\[
b'(g', h', u') = \eta \cdot P(o'|u') \sum_{g, h, u} P(g'|g, h, a)P(u'|g', g, h, a)P(h'|u', g', h, a)b(g, h, u)
\]

(7)

Figure 5 shows the SDS-POMDP model as an influence diagram.

The models themselves have to be estimated of course – in general this can be done by collecting dialogs, and fitting models to the data. In practice this requires relatively few dialogs – generally a few hundred or less.
3.2 Illustration of a POMDP-based dialog system

To illustrate, a simple dialog system is now reviewed. Full details are available in [87] and [76]. In this system, the user is trying to book travel from one city to another in a world with 3 cities, resulting in 6 possible user goals. The system actions include asking for the origin or destination, confirmations, and printing a ticket. The dialog history indicates whether each slot is unasked, filled, or confirmed, yielding a set of 9 dialog histories. The user can say the name of a city, say “from” or “to” a city, say “from a to b”, “yes”, “no”, and remain silent, yielding a set of 18 possible user actions. In addition there is a binary flag indicating whether the dialog is in its first turn or not. Taking the Cartesian product of these components yields 1944 POMDP states. The simulated ASR output includes one hypothesis and no confidence score, yielding 18 possible observations.

Simple transition function models are assumed – for example, it is assumed that the user’s goal stays fixed and that the user sometimes provides additional information in their responses. The observation function is parameterized by $p_{err}$, the probability of making a uniformly distributed ASR confusion error. The reward function assigns $+10$ for printing the correct ticket, $-10$ for printing the wrong ticket, and $-1$ for each question asked.

With the transition function, observation function, and reward function in place, POMDP optimization can be applied to produce a dialog plan $\pi(b)$. 
Here the “Perseus” implementation [63] of point-based value iteration is used (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2). Running Perseus with 500 belief points finds good policies.

Two types of baseline policies were also developed on the same system: a (fully-observable) Markov decision process (MDP) akin to others used in the literature [60], and three hand-crafted controllers. The MDP (Chapter 3, Section 2) is trained using the same reward function, but differs from the POMDP in that it does not model the partial observability of the user’s goals. Rather, it tracks a single hypothesis for the user’s goal, updating it whenever it sees a new recognition result. The three hand-crafted controllers implement three common dialog strategies found in commercial systems.

Average return for the POMDP and MDP are shown in Figure 6 for various ASR error rates on the horizontal axis. As errors increase performance of all systems decreases; however the POMDP outperforms the MDP by an increasing margin. The POMDP shows a similar performance gain over hand-crafted controllers [85].

As this example illustrates, POMDPs are more robust to ASR errors, and in practice this leads to shorter dialogs with higher task completion rates. The POMDP achieves this by performing several types of reasoning which traditional systems cannot. First, POMDPs synthesize information across multiple dialog turns including multiple N-Best lists, whereas traditional systems make local accept/reject decisions considering only the top recognition result, and cannot accumulate noisy evidence over time. For example, consider Figure 7, in
which the same hypothesis is recognized twice, with low confidence. Whereas a conventional system would discard each recognition, POMDP-based systems are able to use this information. Similarly, POMDP-based approaches are able to identify commonality across N-Best lists – for example, in Figure 8. Even though the \( N = 2 \) item was never the single most likely item on a local N-Best list, it is the \( \text{globally} \) most likely user goal after the second turn. This behavior is not possible with traditional approaches.

In computing the belief state, POMDPs also incorporate prior expectations about users’ behavior and goals. This additional source of information provides another source of robustness not available to traditional systems. For example, in Figure 9, the N-Best list contains two competing alternatives for the user’s action. A traditional system would simply take the top hypothesis; a POMDP is able to view each of these in light of how likely they are given the current dialog context, and emerge with the correct answer. The same can be observed with competing user goals, as in Figure 10.

In sum, the belief state provides a cumulative confidence score for the user’s goal over the entire dialog – including all N-Best lists and the confidence scores they contain – as well as prior expectations about user behavior and goal preferences. A distribution over multiple dialog state hypotheses adds inherent
Figure 8: Example conversation with a spoken dialog system illustrating how tracking multiple dialog state hypotheses is able to identify commonality across ASR N-Best lists. In this example, the correct answer appears in the N=2 position on two successive recognitions. The POMDP is able to identify this commonality whereas traditional methods cannot.

Figure 9: Illustration of how the POMDP is able to incorporate prior expectations about a user’s behaviors. Here the N-Best list contains two competing hypotheses with similar ASR probabilities for the user’s action; the effect of the user action model $P(u'|g', b, a)$ is to prefer the more likely user action – TO=BOSTON, which more directly answers the system’s question, even though it is recognized with a lower confidence score.
Figure 10: Illustration of how the POMDP is able to integrate a prior over user goals. Here the same recognition result is received twice: TUCSON with low confidence. After the first update, the belief in TUCSON has increased, but the goal with the highest prior still has the most belief. After the second update, TUCSON now has the most belief. The POMDP is able to trade-off between prior beliefs and evidence – ultimately, sufficient evidence can overcome any non-zero prior.
robustness, because even if an error is introduced into one dialog hypothesis, it can later be discarded in favor of other, uncontaminated dialog hypotheses.

POMDPs also choose actions differently than traditional approaches, and concretely the benefit is that POMDPs construct much more detailed dialog plans. A large-scale commercial dialog system design might contain 100 pages of flowcharts (akin to Figure 3), comprising perhaps 1000 dialog situations. Increasing this by an order of magnitude is unimaginable, since no single human designer would be able to conceptualize the entire design in their mind. By contrast, POMDPs can consider many more dialog situations. Moreover, POMDP policies are performing explicit planning with respect to a global optimization criterion (the reward function), but with a hand-crafted dialog plan it is not known what the criteria are – indeed, dialog designers are often making educated guesses at the optimal choice of action [82].

3.3 Related work

Many other approaches have been suggested for automatically choosing actions in a spoken dialog systems. One approach is to choose actions to maximize an immediate utility, rather than a long term reward [28, 1, 43, 44, 9]. This can be thought of as setting the POMDP discount factor to 0. This approach avoids the complexities of performing long-term planning, but requires that the immediate utilities ensure the agent makes progress toward a long-term goal. However, in this approach, designing a utility function can require more trial and error.

In a POMDP, the belief state is a strict probabilistic interpretations of a distribution over hidden states. Other techniques for tracking multiple dialog instead track scores which are monotonic but not necessarily probabilities [26, 25]. These scores do not correspond to probabilities – in other words, they are an approximation to Eq 7. Scores can be easier to compute than probabilities; however, the effects of the approximations made have not been studied. Also, scores can be more difficult to interpret: for example, a score of 0.5 may correspond to a probability of 0.9 or 0.1. At present, it is not known whether using scores degrades overall dialog performance compared to maintaining proper probabilities.

It is also possible to track multiple dialog states, but choose actions according to hand-crafted rules rather than by optimization [26]. In this approach, a person decides how to make use of the belief state. This is a difficult task to which dialog designers are generally not accustomed. Moreover, a dialog designer can only consider a small number of dialog situations, whereas an optimization process can create much more detailed dialog plans. Experiments with usability subjects have shown that optimization, done properly, yields more successful dialogs than hand-crafted design by better exploiting the information contained in the distribution over multiple dialog states [90, 71].

Another method for dialog control is to mimic actions observed in a dialog corpus using supervised learning [22, 35, 34, 27]. This approach may be attractive when there is a corpus contains interactions with a dialog manager.
which is believed to be optimal – for example, a human “wizard” who sees the output of the speech recognition, and controls the dialog manager in real time. This approach allows for the creation of more detailed dialog plans than could be written by a human designer. However, it unclear whether a human wizard could make good use of distribution over dialog states, in real time, while interacting with real users.

Other approaches choose actions as POMDPs do, but track state differently. For example, there has been a large amount of work which tracks a single hypothesis for the current dialog state, casting optimization as an MDP rather than a POMDP[74, 37, 39, 60, 46, 47, 18, 36, 68, 2, 67, 25, 49]. In this approach it is difficult to aggregate information across recognitions, and also to make use of multiple entries on the N-Best list. Experiments have shown than POMDP-based dialog systems are more robust than MDP counterparts [90, 71].

In addition, numerous other aspects of the spoken dialog system can be “learned” for a specific task, such as application-specific grammars [64, 65], prompt wording [16, 45], choice of text-to-speech audio [11], and others. Learning in these areas can certainly improve performance of a spoken dialog system, but is separate from the dialog management task.

In sum, POMDPs provide a principled approach to building spoken dialog systems. However, building a real-world POMDP-based dialog system presents a host of obstacles. These challenges, and the techniques developed to overcome them, are covered in the next section.

4 Real-world POMDP-based dialog systems

Early work applying POMDPs to SDSs made extensive use of toy problems like the one introduced in the previous section. Researchers at several labs initially followed in the POMDP tradition, creating abstract tasks akin to tiger [15], tiger-grid [40], chain-walk [32], or rock-sample [61]. In this formula, first a designer specifies a flat POMDP state, observation, and action set, and then asserts a transition, observation, and reward function in tabular form. Optimization is performed to produce a policy, and that policy is evaluated by measuring its average return on the same system dynamics. The POMDPs developed in early work had on the order of 1000 states, 10 actions and 10 observations, and were optimized with techniques such as the augmented POMDP [50], grid-based approximations [95, 96] point-based value iteration [85, 87, 48, 63], and heuristic search value iteration [62], among others.

These preliminary studies confirmed that as speech recognition errors increase, POMDPs outperform both the traditional commercial practice of handcrafting a policy, and other emerging research techniques such as MDP optimization. Analysis showed that POMDPs were realizing many of the behaviors predicted in the previous section. Spurred on by these preliminary results, the research community set out to scale POMDPs to real dialog systems.

Applying the SDS-POMDP model to real systems presented a series of substantial obstacles. After about 5 years of steady progress, researchers achieved the
aim of scaling the POMDP approach to real systems: today, statistical dialog systems are capable of handling a virtually unbounded number of possible dialog states, system actions, and observations, yet perform on-line inference in real-time, and perform off-line planning quickly. Methods have been developed for incorporating business rules into the policy, encoding structured domain knowledge into the state, and learning from a high-fidelity simulated user. These systems have been demonstrated to the research community [92, 31, 80, 73] and are available for public use [91, 75]. Recently, toolkits have been released to assist non-experts build statistical dialog systems [12, 83].

This chapter reviews five crucial advances which enabled the SDS-POMDP model to be scaled to real systems. First, two of these advances address the problem of tracking a distribution over dialog states quickly and accurately. These are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The remaining three of these advances tackle the problem of choosing actions optimally, in very large state spaces. These are discussed in Sections 4.2–4.5.

4.1 Incorporating the N-Best list into the observation function

Early work cast the POMDP observation function as a single ASR hypothesis without a confidence score. However, as mentioned above in Section 2, real ASR outputs is an “N-Best” of N hypotheses \(\tilde{u} = (\tilde{u}_1, \ldots, \tilde{u}_N)\), each with a local, context-independent probability of correctness \(P(u = \tilde{u}_n|o)\). For example, an N-Best list of length 2 with \(\tilde{u} = (\text{austin, boston})\) might assign \(P(u = \text{austin}|o) = 0.7\) and \(P(u = \text{boston}|o) = 0.1\). The residual mass can be used to determine the probability of correctness for items not on the N-Best list – for example, if there were 100 items in this grammar, then \(P(u = \text{cleveland}|o) = (1.0 - 0.7 - 0.1)/(100 - 2) = 0.2/98 \approx 0.002\).

In practice, when the correct answer is not in the \(N = 1\) position, about half the time it is further down the N-Best list – so making full use of the information on the N-Best list will produce more accurate belief state updates. Computing \(P(u|o)\) can be done quite accurately by creating a regression model that takes features from the ASR and SLU process and yields a vector of probabilities [72, 84]. However incorporating \(P(u|o)\) into the belief state update requires some care. The POMDP observation function calls for \(P(o|u)\), but the ASR is providing a model of how likely its entries are to be correct \(P(u|o)\).

One solution is to apply Bayes’ rule:

\[
P(o|u) = \frac{P(u|o)P(o)}{P(u)}
\]

\[
= k_1 \cdot \frac{P(u|o)}{P(u)}
\]

\[
\approx k_2 \cdot P(u|o).
\]
During the update, \( P(o) \) is constant; this is absorbed into the normalization constant \( k_1 \). The key assumption is that \( P(u) \) is uniform over all actions, and can also be absorbed into the normalizing constant \( k_2 \) in Eq 10. Of course this is not strictly true, but in practice the error introduced is small since the full belief state update (Eq. 7) includes the term \( P(u'|g', a, h) \), which is more informative than \( P(u) \).

Overall this approach enables all of the information in the observed N-Best list to be used, which yields a more accurate belief state [84].

4.2 Scaling up belief tracking

Computing the belief state update itself (Eq 7) in real time is problematic for real-world dialog systems. To illustrate this, consider a small dialog task with four slots (e.g., origin city, destination city, time of travel, etc.), where each slot takes on 1000 values. This implies \( O(1000^4) = O(10^{12}) \) possible values for \( g \), and similarly \( O(10^{12}) \) possible values for \( u \). In a flat representation, the update iterates over each value of the 4 elements \( g, g', u, \) and \( u' \); thus the whole update is \( O((10^{12})^4) = O(10^{48}) \) which is inconceivable in real time. The picture is even worse for more sophisticated dialog tasks.

One way of speeding up the belief state update is to factor the influence diagram further, assume conditional independences as appropriate, and apply approximate inference. For example, the user’s goal \( g \) and user’s action \( u \) could be decomposed into slots (such as origin city, destination city, time, etc.) [86, 89, 88, 13, 71]. It might then be assumed that the origin city is conditionally independent of the date of departure, or that a user’s preference for characteristics of a restaurant or bar are independent of the location. With conditional independences in place, a speed-up over exhaustive enumeration can be realized by using approximate inference techniques to compute marginal distributions over each variable. For example, researchers in two different labs have applied particle filters [78], and loopy belief propagation [70]. Factoring approaches enable the number of hidden variables to be scaled, but their computation still grows with the number of values in each variable.

An alternative is to track only a handful of hidden states, and to track all the remaining states en masse without distinguishing between them. One implementation of this idea is to track hidden states in partitions, where each partition contains one or more user goals [94, 93, 90, 83]. At first there is one root partition that contains all user goals. Then partitions are sub-divided as necessary based on N-Best lists and system actions. For example, if a voice dialer system recognized “Jason”, then the root partition would divide into two partitions: all listings with the first name equal to \( \text{jason} \), and all listings with the first name \( \text{not jason} \) (denoted \( \neg\text{jason} \)). Then if “Williams” were recognized, each of these partitions would split, yielding four partitions: \( \neg\text{jason} \land \neg\text{williams} \), \( \neg\text{jason} \land \text{williams} \), \( \text{jason} \land \neg\text{williams} \), and \( \text{jason} \land \text{williams} \). If the number of partitions grows larger than a threshold, then low-probability partitions can be recombined, summing their beliefs and ignoring the distinctions between them. This recombination ensures that the belief update can run in real-time.
regardless of the length of the dialog. An example of the partitioning process is shown in Figure 11.

One key benefit of partitioning is that it allows a proper joint distribution to be tracked over all of the elements of the user’s goal. This is important because there are often meaningful dependencies between slots. For example, business names and locations, people’s first and last names, and flight departure and arrival cities are all highly coupled.

Another benefit of partitioning is that its update time is not dependent on the number of underlying user goals – in other words, it enables both the number of variables and the number of variable values to be scaled. However, partitioning makes several important assumptions – chiefly, that the user’s goal is generally fixed, and can change in only highly regulated ways.

On the one hand, factoring has the benefit of allowing arbitrary changes in hidden variables, whereas partitioning does not. On the other hand, partitioning is capable of modeling a proper joint distribution and scales to arbitrary numbers of values per variable whereas factoring does not. Recognizing their complementary strengths, recent work has started to unify the two, for example by factoring with variables that may be partitioned [71]. However, at present no technique is able to scale to an arbitrary number of hidden values, handle user goal changes, and track a joint distribution over all goals.

In sum, factoring and partitioning enable POMDP-based dialog systems to track a distribution over a very large number of dialog states in real time, where complete enumeration is hopeless [78, 90, 71, 83]. However, both factoring and partitioning have implications for planning, discussed next.

### 4.3 Scaling up planning

Optimal planning in POMDPs is notoriously intractable. Indeed, early work verified that POMDP planners could not scale beyond toy tasks with a handful of user goals, even with the most sophisticated planning algorithms available. Moreover, the two advances discussed above present challenges for traditional POMDP planning. The main problem is that traditional POMDP optimization enumerates all possible hidden states, yet as discussed above, the scale of the dialog task renders this impossible for even the simpler problem of belief tracking. Performing traditional POMDP planning over all possible hidden states is completely hopeless.

The key to scaling up planning is the insight that planning can be done in a small *feature space* by exploiting properties of the dialog domain. The basic idea is to map the belief state and action into smaller feature spaces, perform planning and choose actions in feature space, and then map that action back to the full space [86, 89, 88].

As an illustration, consider a slot-filling dialog, in which the system’s goal is to obtain the value of the user’s goal for a set of *slots*. For simplicity first consider a dialog problem with a single slot – for example, a weather information service with $N$ cities. The system can ask for the slot value ("What city do you want the weather for?") and confirm the slot’s value ("The weather in Seattle, is..."
Figure 11: Illustration of belief monitoring with partitions. Initially there are two partitions (two upper right boxes in blue outline): jason and \neg jason. The number in the lower right of each partition indicates its prior probability; the number in the lower left is the belief (posterior). In this example, the N-Best list (shown in red outline) contains two entries: wilson and williams. In the split phase, partitions are sub-divided for each N-Best entry – first on wilson which increases the number of partitions from 2 to 4, then on williams which increases the number of partitions from 4 to 6. In the figure, new partitions are shown with blue shading. In the update and recombine phase, the belief in each partition is updated, and low probability partitions are re-combined. In this example the maximum number of partitions is limited to 3.
that right?"), or submit the slot’s value (“The weather in Seattle today will be overcast and rainy.”). There is a single ask action, and $N$ confirm and submit actions, for a total of $1 + 2N$ actions. The key insight is that the confirm and submit actions can be limited a priori to act on only the most likely slot value, reducing the set of useful actions to 3. In other words, even though there are a very large set of possible actions available to the dialog system, only a small number of these are useful in a given dialog context. Further, to choose among these actions, it can be reasonably assumed that only the belief held by the most likely value (or the top $M$ values) is relevant. In other words, the planner can act on a small set of features of the belief state, rather than considering the full belief simplex.

Recall that in real-world dialog systems, the belief state cannot be maintained explicitly, but is rather represented in a factored or partitioned representation. Fortunately, factored and partitioned belief states marry well with feature-based action selection. First, the designer creates a function which maps from the partitioned or factored belief state to feature vector $\hat{b}$. This feature vector might contain, for example, the amount of belief held by the most likely user goals. The designer also specifies a small set of summary actions $\{\hat{a}_1, \ldots, \hat{a}_N\}$, and a method for mapping these to fully-instantiated dialog actions. For example, the confirm summary action could be mapped to confirm the most likely slot value, such as “Boston, is that right?”

The aim of optimization is then to estimate $\hat{\pi}$ which maps from the feature vector $\hat{b}$ to a summary action $\hat{a}$, $\hat{\pi}(\hat{b}) = \hat{a}$. Unlike in traditional POMDP optimization, the learner does not have direct access to the transition function $\hat{P}(\hat{b}'|\hat{b}, \hat{a})$ or reward function $\hat{R}(\hat{b}, \hat{a})$, because in general these cannot be computed analytically from the underlying dynamics. Instead, the learner is presented with a simulator, or trajectories of the form $(\hat{b}_0, \hat{a}_1, r_1, \hat{b}_1, \hat{a}_2, r_2, \hat{b}_2, \ldots)$. Thus learning is now a general reinforcement learning problem, and can be accomplished in a variety of ways. Chapter 4 describes reinforcement learning in detail; in this domain, early work sampled trajectories through summary space $(\hat{b}_0, \hat{a}_1, r_1, \hat{b}_1, \hat{a}_2, r_2, \hat{b}_2, \ldots)$, used these to estimate a reward function $\hat{R}(\hat{b}, \hat{a})$ and grid-based transition function $\hat{P}(\hat{b}'|\hat{b}, \hat{a})$, and applied simple value iteration [89, 88, 81]. Subsequently, many other approaches have been explored, including eligibility traces [58], SARSA [24, 23], Monte Carlo methods [90], novel variants of Least-Squares Policy Iteration [38], and Natural Actor-Critic [71].

An alternative for planning using summary actions which does admit traditional POMDP planning is the Permutable POMDP [19]. Here states are dynamically re-ordered by their belief, allowing planning in master space using summary-style actions. While elegant, this approach requires that the state variables are enumerated – as discussed above, this is impossible with the large state spaces required in real-world dialog problems.

### 4.4 Adding more sophisticated simulated users

In traditional POMDPs it is usually assumed that the model of the environment $P(s'|s, a)$ is correct. In spoken dialog systems, the “environment” is the users
of the system and the ASR/SLU input channel. The behavior of real people is highly complex, and modeling this behavior is an unsolved problem and active area of research in its own right. Studies have found that modeling user behavior well requires non-trivial data structures – for example, modeling persistent goals over long dialog segments requires a dynamic stack of intentions [52, 57, 69, 54, 56]. Implementations of these models generally contain complex series of deterministic and random decisions, and this complexity makes it extremely difficult to incorporate them into an influence diagram. In addition, research has shown that optimizing a dialog system with an overly simplistic simulated user may yield promising results when tested on the same simplistic simulated user, but very poor results on more realistic simulated users (or real users!) [53, 30]. Similarly, other studies have found that the most reliable ASR/SLU simulations rely on sequences of operations which would be problematic to encode in an influence diagram [55].

In sum, it would be beneficial to make use of a high-fidelity simulator during the optimization process, but that simulator can’t be encoded into the transition function. As a result, state-of-the-art POMDP-based dialog systems make use of two distinct user models: a simplified, internal simulated user which can readily be incorporated into an influence diagram, and a complex, external simulated user which runs in a purely generative mode. The internal model is used to perform inference to compute the belief state; the external model is used to simulate dialogs for policy learning [90, 71].

4.5 Adding business rules and domain knowledge to planning

In many dialog tasks, dialog designers know a great deal about the structure of the optimal policy. For example, it is easy to articulate rules such as “don’t attempt to confirm a value before it has been requested.” In addition, in commercial settings, dialog systems must be guaranteed to follow certain business rules, such as always verifying a password before allowing a caller to transfer funds. Thus there are constraints available on when actions can be taken.

One solution is to apply a partial program [7] to dialog systems [79, 21]. A hand-crafted dialog manager with its own internal state runs in parallel with the belief state. At each time-step, the hand-crafted dialog manager outputs a vector of features, and nominates a set of one or more allowed actions; the planner chooses which action is optimal from this limited set based on the feature vector.

Experiments have shown that this approach not only enables expert knowledge and business rules to be encoded in the policy, but also that optimization runs faster and more reliably as compared to standard exhaustive exploration [79, 21]. The intuition is that the expert knowledge avoids taking spurious actions and focuses planning effort on the set of plausible plans.

From an engineering standpoint, this formulation provides an important bridge from current commercial practices to statistical approaches. Dialog designers currently write computer programs that output a single action at each
It is relatively straightforward to extend this model to output a small set of actions at each time-step. In effect, this approach captures the strengths of both human expertise (in providing high-level structure and cohesion) and the robustness and fine-grained control afforded by statistical techniques.

Crucially, the feature vector can contain elements drawn from either the belief state or the hand-crafted dialog manager state, and the features themselves can take any form, including categorical, binary, integral, or real-valued elements. For example, consider a voice dialer in which a caller says the name of a listing they want to call [80, 81]. In this problem, the hidden state enumerates all the user’s possible goals (the listings), and the belief state maintains a distribution over these. There are two probability features: one for the belief in the top listing, and another in the belief in the top type of phone (office or cell). In addition, the planner needs information about whether the most likely listing has an office phone and/or cellphone available, whether there are multiple listings with the same name in the directory, and how many times the caller has been asked each question. Unlike the user’s goal (the listings), there is no uncertainty in these items. Thus the feature vector includes categorical features for how many phone types are available for the most likely listing (“none”, “one”, “two”), and binary features (“true” or “false”) for whether the most likely listing is ambiguous and whether confirmation has been requested by the system. As this example illustrates, a heterogeneous feature vector is useful because there are often fully observable features useful for planning, and tracking a distribution over these adds additional computation with no benefit.

4.6 Section summary

This chapter has described five key advances for decision-theoretic approaches to dialog control: incorporating the N-Best list into the observation function, speeding up the belief state update, scaling up planning, employing more sophisticated user simulations, and injecting business rules and domain knowledge to planning. Each of these has played an important role in moving the POMDP approach closer to commercial readiness. Although state-of-the-art dialog systems are implemented rather differently to a traditional POMDP, it is important to realize that all of their machinery is in service of the two fundamental ideas of POMDPs: tracking a distribution over multiple states, and choosing actions to maximize a sum of rewards. It is these two fundamental ideas which are responsible for the gains in performance achieved by POMDP-based dialog systems over competing approaches.

Research into statistical approaches to dialog remains an active area, and a number of international research teams are currently working on this topic. Although researchers at different labs have made good progress in the past five years, important open questions remain, and there is still interesting work ahead. The next section concludes by discussing suggesting some opportunities.
5 Conclusions and open problems

Spoken dialog systems are a classic example of planning under uncertainty: dialog is a control problem where speech recognition errors render the true state of the world only partially observable, yet the agent must choose actions to make progress toward a long-term goal. Difficult trade-offs exist between actions which gather information but prolong the dialog, and actions which can conclude the dialog but have high cost if taken in error.

The dialog management problem is well modeled as a POMDP. In a POMDP, the state of the world isn’t observed directly, so a distribution over many dialog states is maintained. Actions are then chosen to maximize the expected sum of rewards until the end of the interaction.

In early work, toy dialog problems were solved using traditional POMDP optimization techniques. To apply POMDP-based dialog systems to real-world dialog problems, numerous extensions have been made to tailor the POMDP approach to the dialog domain. Several POMDP-based dialog systems have been trialed with paid usability subjects [90, 71], and currently POMDP-based dialog systems are being fielded with real users in the 2010 Spoken Dialog Challenge [8].

Despite this progress, several important open questions remain:

- The analysis in Section 4 suggests that first-order “lifted” POMDPs would be a natural fit with SDSs. As discussed above, lifted inference (in the form of partitions) is required to perform the belief update in real time. To scale, planning ought to operate on the same representation of state. Although first-order POMDPs are in their infancy today [51], perhaps spoken dialog systems will provide a fertile testbed for emerging first-order POMDP work.

- There is a clear opportunity for a POMDP-based dialog system to refine its models as it interacts with users. While there has been some work exploring learning models of user behavior from logs of dialog data [66, 69], there are many issues remaining to explore: for example, there is an interdependence between the user’s actual behavior, the system’s model of the user’s behavior, and the system’s current policy. More work is needed to understand how to jointly optimize the models of the users behavior and the system’s policy.

- Currently, it is not well understood how to set the reward function used to guide action selection. In practice, practitioners try different values until optimization yields a reasonable dialog policy. There is a clear need for specific guidance on how to set the reward function. One possibility is to examine existing (hand-designed) dialog systems to infer what reward function would make their policy optimal. This process is known as inverse reinforcement learning, and algorithms have been suggested for inferring reward functions from expert trajectories [42], including in the partially observable case [17].
Substantial work is needed to make POMDP-based SDSs accessible to commercial practitioners. Tools are needed in general-purpose programming language such as Python or Java which encapsulate common functions, such as policy optimization, model representation and estimation, simulated dialog execution, etc.

Although interesting research questions such as these remain, POMDP-based dialog systems are rapidly maturing, and it seems promising that they will be applied in industry in the near future.

6 Additional reading

For readers interested in reading more about speech recognition and dialog systems in general, see:
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